Hi there!
Thank you for installing Recom.ai - Upsell and Cross-sells Products. We appreciate your
interest and value your time so let's get up and running as soon as possible. Below is a quick
guide to help you add blocks, craft your own targeted rules and customize the look of the
block to deliver your recommendations most effectively.
The app welcomes you with Home screen where you can see general information like the
number of blocks you are having, pages where they appear and some primary statistics.

To help you understand how things work let's wipe everything out and start from the blank.
Setting up your recommendations starts with adding blocks to your pages. We have 3 main
types of blocks:
*Related Products* on your product pages. Gives more options for customers to choose from.
Highly configurable it allows you create targeted rules to show exactly what you want your
customers to see and evaluate. Say, the main item A costs $50 and you can configure a rule
that suggests similar items but of higher cost = customer considers it a good offer and
chances for conversion increase. Or it can be sets of products that go well together etc. When
the block appears on the cart page it shows products you consider most likely to be purchased
with the one which is about to be bought. Good example: someone is buying an iphone and
when on the cart page the block shows also a bumper case and ear pods.
*Recently Viewed* - to remind customers of products they were looking at before the current
one or during the previous visit to your store. Sometimes customers need to think over and
come back. That's where you encourage them to act.
*Similar look* - cutting-edge AI-driven technology that gives sharp recommendations based on
the look of the item your customer is looking at right now. Exceptionally good for fashion
industry.

Let's start with a standard recommendations block

Select the required one and create

Now as the block is here you are prompted to create at least one rule to get the ball rolling.
Let's start with a bit of personalization and rename the block and the rule.

Moving on to setting up the conditions themselves. First you specify product pages to call up
the block with recommendations - product the customer is at. Then set up conditions,
attributes or items which will show up as recommendations in the block.

Choose from a bunch of attributes to specify which items will appear as recommendations. In
this example we set up products with a specific tag to appear for any product a customer is
looking at. Always save the condition once you set it up!
Important: sold out items will not appear even if they fit the conditions

Hit "Preview" to see which products are picked by your condition. From here you can also
exclude the ones you don't want to show up.

Now let's get things more specific and tell the app to show products with "box" tag only when
the "Viewed" product belongs to collection "automatic box"

And some more refinement for the recommendations as well

Save the conditions and save the whole rule

You can have multiple rules per block which will work according to the priority from top to
bottom. For example, first 3 recommendations will come from the first "tag + vendor" rule and
others will be just from the same collection as the "Viewed" product etc.
Another important thing is managing the look of the block i.e. how your recommendations will
appear on your frontend.

There are multiple options to play with and instantly preview the results

You can fix the block almost anywhere on the page or make it pop up after 5 seconds of
viewing the page

After everything is configured and saved go to "Blocks" back to add other types of blocks and
select pages where you want these blocks to appear

Similar look block works autonomously so you only need to configure the look

That's pretty much it. You are done with the basics. Please feel free to get it touch if you need
any help or advice

